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All our smoke, fire, heat, and excess pressure hatches
and automatic fire vents are made according to
Bolar’s proven quality control system as required by
professionals.

At , our watchwords are:

SERVICE: known by customers as one of the best.

INNOVATION: this has made Bolar what it was, is, and
will be.

DESIGN: ensured by our design department.

's roof hatches and automatic fire vents are
designed to make it easier to access the roof or replace or
set up extra heavy or bulky pieces of equipment on 
the ground. 's single or double leaves roof
hatches and automatic fire vents are made to your 
specifications.

Designing 's roof hatches and automatic fire
vents this way eliminates the use of non-standard sized
doors and ensures additional ventilation for your premises
while protecting them from undesired intruders.  

's roof hatches and automatic fire vents are 
available in several basic models, or can be made to
order with single or double leaves. See the following
pages for the features of each model.

FIVE-YEAR GUARANTEE: Each roof hatch and 
automatic fire vents is guaranteed for a period of 5 years.
However, this guarantee is conditional and does not apply
if our hatches or automatic fire vents are not installed 
properly or if all 4 corners are not level, or if they have not
been properly handled, or if there was an act of vandalism,
or any other usage that does not conform to proper use.

Also in inventory, models and sizes available.

Simple, Effective, Safe

GENERAL FEATURES:

Useful, Economical, Reliable
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G MODEL

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR
OUTLET MODELS G – A – AG

's G model is manufactured

using 's proven quality control

system. Finish: gray oxide primer.

The G model outlet is made entirely of 16

gauge (1.6 mm) GALVANIZED STEEL 

covered with a coat of gray oxide paint. For

this model to function smoothly, we suggest

that the maximum size not exceed 3' 6" x 10'

(1070 mm x 3040 mm); for anything more

than that, 2 leaves are necessary.

All our models are shipped completely assembled with a 

12" (305 mm) high base with a built-in weather bar to make

installation of the paper cover easier (see the optional Bolclip

system) this same base is shipped with a 3 9/16" (90 mm) bed

at the edge and has a 1/2”  (12.7 mm) hole in each corner so

that the unit can be attached to the roof.

The cover and base have an insulation in conformity with the

buildings standard (for other insulation values, see the option

on page 8).

's roof hatches are shipped with the necessary

hardware for proper operation:

sufficient telescopic cylinders to counterbalance the weight of the

cover(s): a hold-open arm or 2 per cover with a handle that can 

be maneuvered with one hand (steel hold-open cables are not

acceptable as they cannot keep the cover(s) in the open position

in the event of excessive wind), the quantity is determined by the

size of the cover.

They also have a heavy-duty lock inside the cover which is

equipped with a handle and a built-in inside button lock linked to

the outside of the cover by a steel cable which goes through the

cover to an exterior handle covered in red vinyl. This handle can be

used to open the cover from the outside by the side when the 

button lock is in the open position.

This design prevents any water infiltration through the locking

mechanism. Finally, it is delivered with neoprene weather-stripping

with a grooved core on the joint of the base and the cover.

See option: Available on page 8.
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A MODEL

's model AG roof hatches is manufactured using 's

proven quality control system. Finish: aluminum factory finish / gray oxide

primer. The cover(s) of the model AG roof hatches is made from 11 gauge

(3.2 mm) natural mill finish ALUMINUM, and the base is made from16 gauge

(1.6 mm) GALVANIZED STEEL. The base is covered with a coat of gray oxide

paint and the cover is in aluminum which allows the outlet to be made in

almost any size.

AG MODEL

's A roof hatchesmodel is manufactured using a quality system.

Finish: natural aluminum.

The A roof hatchesmodel is made entirely of 11 gauge (3.2 mm) natural

mill finish ALUMINUM, ensuring the product's lightness and robustness.

This model lets you have covers up to 3' x 8' (914 mm x 2438 mm). If you

want to use this design for larger covers, you will need higher gauge 

aluminum for the base only.
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's GR model is manufactured

using 's proven quality control

system. Finish:  gray oxide primer

's GR roof hatches model is

specially designed for a chimney-type

roof opening, thus avoiding rebuilding

the roof.

The GR roof hatches model is made

entirely of 16 gauge (1.6 mm) GALVA-

NIZED STEEL covered with a coat of gray

oxide paint. For this model to function

smoothly, we suggest that the maximum

size for a steel sash not exceed 3'  6"  x 10'

(1070 mm x 3040 mm); for anything

more than that, 2 leaves are necessary.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR ROOF
HATCHES MODELS GR – AR – AGR

GR MODEL

All our GR – AR – AGR models are shipped completely assembled

with base without a bed which lets it enclose various openings

and chimney-type wall thicknesses. They are delivered with a

built-in weather bar. 

The cover and base have an insulation in conformity with the

buildings standard (for other insulation values, see the option

on page 8).

's roof hatches are shipped with the necessary

hardware for proper operation: sufficient telescopic cylinders

to counterbalance the weight of the cover(s): a hold-open arm

or 2 per cover with a handle that can be maneuvered with one

hand (steel hold-open cables are not acceptable as they 

cannot keep the cover(s) in the open position in the event of

excessive wind), the quantity—1 or 2—is determined by the size

of the cover. They also have a heavy-duty lock inside the cover

which is equipped with a handle and a built-in inside button

lock linked to the outside of the cover by a steel cable which

goes through the cover to an exterior handle covered in red

vinyl. This handle can be used to open the cover from the out-

side by the side when the button lock is in the open position.

This design prevents any water infiltration through the locking

mechanism. Finally, it is delivered with neoprene weather-

stripping with a grooved core on the joint of the base and the cover.

See option: Available on page 8.
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AR MODEL

AGR MODEL
'sAGR roof hatchesmodel is manufactured using 's

proven quality control system. Finish: natural aluminum.

's  AGR roof hatchesmodel is specially designed for a chimney-type

roof opening, thus avoiding rebuilding the roof.

The cover(s) of the AGR roof hatchesmodel is (are) made from 11 gauge

(3.2 mm) natural mill finish ALUMINUM and the base is made from16

gauge (1.6 mm) GALVANIZED STEEL. The base is covered with a coat of

gray oxide paint and the cover is in aluminum which allows the outlet to be

made in almost any size.

's AR roof hatches model is manufactured using 's

proven quality control system. Finish: aluminum factory finish / gray oxide

primer. 

'sAR roof hatchesmodel is specially designed for a chimney-type

roof opening, thus avoiding rebuilding the roof.

The AR model roof hatchesis made entirely from 11 gauge (3.2 mm)  natural mill

finish ALUMINUM, ensuring the product's lightness and robustness. This model

lets you have covers up to 3' x 8' (914 mm x 2438 mm). If you want to use this

design for larger covers, you will need higher gauge aluminum for the base only.
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AUTOMATIC FIRE VENTS FOR: smoke, heat,  gas,  fire,  and/or
excess pressure; with single or double sashes.

A POSITIVE FEATURE FOR INDUSTRIAL,  COMMERCIAL,  
AND INSTITUTIONAL BUILDINGS.

's automatic fire vents are a reassurance and are
designed to:

1- Facilitate quick intervention by firefighters in the event of a fire.

2- Quickly eliminate smoke which helps evacuate people safely. 
Standard with lock strike model 6 or electromagnetic lock strike. 
(See options #14 or #15 page 8).

3- Reduce heat inside the building. Standard.

4- Quickly exhaust toxic gases. Standard with lock strike model 6 or 
electromagnetic lock strike. (See options #14 or #15 page 8).

5- Limit excess pressure to 25 lbs/in.3 (121 KVM3) limiting 
property damage. Optional. (See page 8).

6- All our automatic fire vents models are made to enable access to 
the roof at all times by authorized persons. At the same time, they 
protect against smoke, heat, gas, fire, and/or excess pressure.

Recommended by insurers, firefighters, and public safety departments.

All automatic fire vents models can be made up to a maximum size
of 3' 6" x 10' (1070 mm x 3040 mm) with a single leaf, and 7' x 10'
(2139 mm x 3040 mm) with a double leaves, thus allowing roof
access to very large pieces of equipment, and at the same time offer-
ing a safety link to emergency responders in the event of a disaster.

See Option: Available on page 8.

GENERAL FEATURES OF OUR 
MODEL SH AUTOMATIC FIRE VENTS

SH MODEL

Electromagnetic

(See option #15 page 8)

's SH model automatic fire vents for smoke,
heat, gas, fire, and excess pressure up to 25 lbs/in.3

(12 KVM3) allows access to the roof and maintains the 
security system active. It is manufactured using a
proven quality system.

Designed to facilitate and help the work of firefighters
and public safety departments in commercial, industrial,
and institutional buildings in the event of a disaster,

's SH model automatic fire vents enables
quick and safe access for these people in the event of a
disaster in progress, and at the same time minimizes
costs related to accessing the source of the disaster.

Made from 16 gauge (1.6 mm) galvanized steel covered
with a layer of gray oxide paint, they come with a model
6(See option #14 page 8) lock strike which makes it pos-
sible to automatically open 's SH model
automatic fire vents when heat or a fire reaches a tem-
perature of 74° C (165° F). This lock strike cannot be
connected to the building's alarm system.

For complete protection from heat, fire, gas, smoke, and
excess pressure up to 25 lbs/in.3(12 KVM3), we can install
a 24 volt AC/DC electric lock strike on 's SH
model automatic fire vents which must be connected to
the building's alarm system. This makes it possible to
open the automatic fire vents when an electrical impulse
is sent to it. See option #15 page 8. (Can be used
repeatedly without damage during false alarms.

Model 6 

(See option #14 page 8)



DISTRIBUTOR

AGENT

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
1. Cover opens to 90° .
2. Safety pole in galvanized steel, natural finish aluminum, 

or black enamel finish.
3. Anti-theft grill.
4. Cylinders with compression springs.
5. Other insulation available:

R30 – for food warehouses
R42 – for refrigerated warehouse

6. Additional gauges of steel and aluminum.
7. Baked enamel finish.
8. Anodized finish: all colours 

(for aluminum only).

9. Height of the outlet base according to your needs 
(to be specified).

10. Opens from the ground with a hand winch. 
(Automatic fire vents not available.)

11. Opens from the ground with an electric winch. 
(Automatic fire vents not available.)

12. Opens from the ground with an electric winch.
(Automatic fire vents not available.)

13. Stainless steel hardware.
14. Lock strike number 6: Fusible link strike can’t be connected to 

the alarm system. Effective against heat when the temperature 
reach 165F (74° C) for SH model.

15. Electromagnetic lock strike can be connected to the alarm 
system also available.

16. Movable central chute for model SH double automatic fire vents.
17. Ground opening with an air system for opening one or 

several, or opening by sections of Bolar hatches or automatic 
fire vents, all models.
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GRILLAGE BOLAR (CANADA) INC.
50 Omer de Serres, Blainville, Quebec, Canada  J7C 5H2

Fax: 001 (450) 435-3600  •  Phone: 001 (450) 435-7385
Visit our web site: www.bolar.com

E-Mail: webmaster@bolar.com

TOLL FREE:
PHONE: 1-800-552-6527

FAX: 1-800-667-3660

15

special insulation (please verify 
with the manufacturer)


